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IMAGINE A HEALTHIER WORLD1

The idea that architecture matters to health care and that architecture can improve health care
seeded on the Harvard Campus in 2006.  After hearing a speech by Dr. Paul Farmer, founder of
Partners in Health (PIH), Michael Murphy, a student at Harvard Graduate School of Design
started an email correspondence with the doctor. Murphy and his Harvard colleagues were
eventually hired by Farmer and PIH to build a hospital in Rwanda.  Farmer chose Murphy and his
team because he was seeking “partners who would feel responsible not just for designing
something but for actually being part of a process that would lead Butaro Hospital to a real
high-quality facility”2  What Murphy and his Model of Architecture Serving Society (MASS Design)
discovered in designing and building a hospital is that Rwandans’ health would improve if they
created better ventilation, used exterior walkways, faced beds toward windows.  That this
building project would not only reduce disease,  but  provide jobs, educate both men and women
and build valuable skills opened a new world for MASS Design.3  Certainly these results were far
greater than MASS Design had originally imagined.

The Customer Experience realm is where customers actively engage in creating, rating, and promoting
products and services that they enjoy and need.  Here PIH actively worked with MASS Design
(architect services) to create the hospital.  This realm is measured not by customer satisfaction, but by
the total experience the customer enjoys in selecting, buying, using and working with your company, your
employees, your services, your product, and your other customers.  MASS Design worked as a PIH
partner – beyond designing and building the hospital. They examined the challenge from every
possible angle, even taking classes on disease control to understand more thoroughly how design
could help.  They listened to PIH and found ways to support their mission “to bring dignity to
buildings, and thus to people’s lives.”4  

Every service company, manager, employee has the opportunity and challenge to imagine a
better world.   
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